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A methodology to investigate concepts specific for British culture 
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The student of culture is often placed in a position to make statements such as: The English never (eat garlic, have coffee …), or The 

English always (prefer tea, dress up for high tea …). However, if there is an English person around, such generalisations necessarily 

meet strong feelings – no person likes being boxed into a stereotype, most generalisations are felt as straightjackets for genuine 

interest. That is why studying culture requires subtle methodologies.  

Concept Investigation adopts a small culture approach1 where concrete events are observed and described, a range of resources is 

included and the presentation acknowledges the sources and the reactions, without bundling together instances and building 

stereotypes.   

The Task: 

1. Choose a concept of interest to you, and typical of English culture: e.g., trainspotting, commuting, lollipop lady etc. There is a 

list of such concepts in the course on BC – ENGB517.  

2. Check a definition in an English-English dictionary for a good description of what the concept implies. You can use Oxford 

English Dictionary, which will also give you the etymology and the changes through history. 

3. See whether you can find statistical data about the concept from the resources on the course page ENGB517. Not all concepts 

allow for quantification, but some data – e.g., the commute for each European country, the number of people engaged in train 

spotting etc. – can be instructive.  

4. Check the British National corpus. Use the link in the course. You can see in which genres the term is used, which attributes 

modify the term, which verbs are used with it, does it associate with nouns etc. From the search you can establish fiction where the 

term is used and media texts.  

5. Look for uses of the concept in media. Which media have published material about the concept? What claims are made? 

Why? 

6. Check whether the concept is used in literary texts – poems, songs, films etc. Analyze critically the text – what metaphors are 

used, are there similes etc.? What effect is achieved with these figures of speech? 

7. Put all the data together and report it with reference to YOUR material. Do not attempt OVERREACHING conclusions. 

 
1 Adrian Holliday, Martin Hyde, and John Kullman. Intercultural Communication. Routledge Applied Linguistics. 2010. 



 

 

 

 

 

Lora Paskaleva 

Grass roots 

 

According to The British National Corpus the term “grass roots” is most frequently used in the UK quality press such as “The Guardian” and “The 

Independent”.  The collocation is often found in articles about elections and political parties. It is also part of news scripts and interviews with 

politicians on central television.  

 

 



 

 

However, the term is also used in the popular press, too – “The Northern Echo”, “Liverpool Daily Post”. It can be found in the sports news 

sections for example. 

The verbs most commonly used in collocations before the term “grass roots” are “serviced”, “is” and “cultivate”. The most common verb used 

after “grass roots” is “level”.  

The Oxford Learner’s dictionary defines the term as “ordinary people in society or in an organization, rather than the leaders or people who 

make decisions”.  

The Cambridge dictionary give the following meaning: “the ordinary people in a society or an organization, especially a political party”.  

The Mariam-Webster dictionary has three meanings listed: 1. basic, fundamental; 2. being, originating, or operating in or at the grass roots; 3. 

not adapted from or added to an existing facility or operation - totally new. 

The most frequently used meaning of the term “grass roots” is the one of The Cambridge dictionaries.   

 

Stephany Jasmati 

Cheers 

 

Dictionary definition 

 

1) A friendly expression said just before you drink an alcoholic drink. Example: Cheers! Your good health.  

2)Used to mean “Thank you” 

Example: "I've bought you a drink." "Cheers, mate. “ 

3)Used to mean “goodbye”  

Example: "Bye." "Cheers, see you next week." 



 

 

 

1)Expressing good wishes before drinking. 

Example: ‘‘Cheers,’ she said, raising her glass’ or ‘But now we have and it should be read tongue in cheek and beer in hand - cheers!’ 

2)Expressing good wishes on parting or ending a conversation. 

Example: ‘‘Cheers, Jack, see you later.’’ 

3)Expressing gratitude or acknowledgement for something. 

Example: ‘Billy tossed him the key. ‘Cheers, pal.’’ or ‘The lads certainly appreciated your support - cheers!’ 

 

1)Used for expressing good wishes when holding a glass of alcohol, just before you drink it 

2) “Thank you” 

Example: ‘Here’s that book you wanted to borrow.’ ‘Oh, cheers.’ 

3)“Goodbye” 

 

 

1) A shout of encouragement, approval, congratulation, etc. 

Example: The cheers of the fans filled the stadium. 

2)A set or traditional form of shout used by spectators to encourage or show enthusiasm for an athletic team, contestant, etc., as rah! Rah! rah! 

3)Something that gives joy or gladness; encouragement; comfort: words of cheer. 



 

 

Origin of the word 

• Legends 

 

The "clinking" ritual, according to this theory, was a gesture to prove the safety of the drink. In time, the actual mixing of the two drinks was 

altered to become a gesture performed especially amongst trusted companions. However, this origin was quickly debunked, as tradition holds 

that the host always drinks first to test the nature of the drink. The practice continues today especially in regard to wine. I have found that this 

supposed origin, however, actually dates back only to a fictional plot twist penned by Alexandre Dumas in the late 1800's. 

 

 

 



 

 

Concept in literary texts 

 

Cheers 

Cheers to silence 

When she calls 

And you leave. 

Cheers to how fast 

She makes your heart beat. 

Cheers to your new love. 

Cheers to what I don't have 

Any more... 

By: Eleanor Rigby Mar 2015 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Citara Bakirova 

Lollipop lady/man 

 

Dictionary definition 

Lollipop lady/man by  

A woman or man who is employed to help children cross the road safely near a school by holding up a circular sign on a pole to stop the traffic. 

 

Lollipop lady/man by  

A crossing guard, holding a big "stop" sign resembling a lollipop. 

We can't cross the road until the lollipop lady says it's ok. 

Lolipop lady/man by  

 

Someone who helps people (especially children) at a traffic crossing 

 

Data investigation 

Salary 

Usually paid by the hour, between £7.50 and £12.25, term-time only. 

 

Working hours 

Usually work for around 1 to 2 hours a day, Monday to Friday. Your actual hours will depend on the opening and closing times of the schools near 

your crossing. 



 

 

 

 

26,000 lollipop men and women in the UK 

The number of lollipop ladies have fallen by more than 1,000 in the past 5 years 

More than 419 School Crossing Patrollers have left in the last year alone 

 

Lollipop ladies/men in the news 

Lollipop ladies/men most frequently appear in the news in 

connection to job cuts and declining numbers. 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2003/mar/05/childrensservi

ces.guardiansocietysupplement 



 

 

 

 

DailyMail 

According to Dailymail - 

 

“...number of lollipop ladies has fallen by more than 1,000 in five 

years as councils cut costs...“ which make 19% over the past five 

years. 

 

Lollipop ladies/men in the news 

BBC 

According to BBC, only in Scotland - ''School crossing patrol 

personnel numbers have dropped by about 75 since 2013'' 

Lollipop ladies/men in the news 

  

''This is mostly because a cost-cutting drive as local authorities try to 

save money. 

The total amount spent by councils on the wages of crossing 

patrollers has been cut by almost £3million over five years (from 

£19.6m to £16.7million)'' – Daily Mail. 

 

In both articles is very clear said that the decline of lolipop 

ladies/men is due to cuts in budget. 

''A spokesman for Stirling Council, which had the biggest cut to 

school patrol services, said the decision was made three years ago 

following substantial cuts to its overall budget.'' - BBC 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Lollipop Man: Song by The Sweet 

Released in 1969 

Failed to make the Charts 

Ostensibly about crossing the street to meet a girl, however, more metaphorically dealing with bridging the gap between a boy and a girl against 

the backdrop of the very different social landscape of 1960s England. 

 

''Any kind of weather 

Bringing us together'' 

 

Lollipop Man: Song by The Sweet 

And here it is the song itself 

''You go to the girl's school 

And I go to the boy's school 

Both separated by a lollipop man 

I must cross the street to 

Get around to meet you 

Therefore, I have to pass a lollipop man'' 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Militsa Stoitsev 

Toll 

Definition 

A sum of money paid for the right to use a road, highway, or bridge. 

To postpone or suspend. 

A charge payable to use a bridge or road;  

A charge for a long-distance telephone call;  

The number of deaths or casualties arising from a natural disaster, 

conflict, accident, etc.;   

The adverse effect of something. 

  

A fixed charge or tax for a privilege, especially for passage across a 

bridge or along a road;  

A charge for a service, such as a telephone call to another country; 

An amount or extent of loss or destruction, as of life, health, or 

property; 

 

Metaphorical definition 

Idiom: to take a/its toll - to have a cumulative negative effect on 

someone or something, be damaging or harmful, cause loss or 

destruction, death, suffering 

 

Examples:  

The war has taken its toll on the people. 

The problems of the past few months have taken their toll on her 

health and there are shadows under her eyes. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Etymology 

Originally in a general sense of "payment exacted by an authority;" meaning "charge for rite of passage along a road" is from late 15c. 

 

Old English toll > variant of toln, cognate with Old Norse tollr > Old Frisian tolen > Old High German zol > Late Latin tolonium "custom house.“ 

 

"impost, tribute, passage-money, rent,"  

 

Statistics 

Road casualties for 2016 / 1 mln 

 

  Data from the Bulgarian Ministry of the Interior 

 

 



 

 

 

Statistics 

 

  

Data from the UK Department for transport 

 

 

 



 

 

Media 

 

  

  

 



 

 

Literary Usage 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 


